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Fire mapping product 
requirements: Finding the 

ideal balance between “the 
best possible data” and 

“quick data”
Michael Ciezadlo

Program Manager - Imagery
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situation

• Advances in technology have opened the door to new applications
• Many agencies see the worth in new technology, but still a large 

disconnect between wants, needs and service provision
• The needs of fire management changes from agency to agency

• Currently a need within the industry to standardize service 
provision

• More dialog will lead to better understanding of needs and 
expectation of deliverables

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Technology becoming affordable to acquireDrones are driving innovation as there is now the want and need to have low cost solutions available to the publicThis in turn drives innovation at the upper endNature of fire business is making it difficult for commercial providers to rely on fire to support business caseThis is not a new concept, but unlike a vacant aircraft that can be used for charter, a vacant sensor typically has focused usePlatform cross over now needed to support year round operations or to augment years with low fire activityAlthough individually, ministries have mapping standards and similar product needs, there is an opportunity and need within the industry to have a mapping standardUnlike hiring an additional Birddog or Helitack where the service provision is well known within the industry, imagery comes laden with many “options”There is a need for a nationally accepted testing process to qualify a vendor and remove some of the uncertainty within a providerThis would ensure that all providers nationally are providing products within the accepted accuracies and timeframesThis would also give operators something to work towards when developing new workflows
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Fire mapping in canada

• Satellite
• Coarse scale data

• Fixed Wing / Rotary
• Handful Government and Commercial 

Operators
• Variety of services

• High vs Low Altitude
• Hot Spot vs Fire Mapping

• Drones
• Variety of scales

• High vs Low Altitude
• Strict Government legislation still a large 

hurdle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently in North America, Satellites, Fixed Wing / Rotary and now Drones are the main methods of imagery captureCommercial satellites are still heavily reliant on good weather below to provide the data needed to fire managersAffordability of satellites has removed some of the issues with regards to orbits and narrow time windows when a sensor is on targetGovernments still subsidize some satellite programs so data can potentially be freeMilitary restrictions on resolution are slowly decreasing to the point that Satellite can provide sub-meter data at an affordable costFixed Wing and Rotary are still the preferred methods as they can typically position and work around weather more easily than SatellitesDrone technology is helping drive lighter and more powerful sensors, so aircraft modification processes are less invasive and the ability to replicate platforms is becoming easierNature of request will drive when the aircraft needs to be flownDrones (in Canada specifically) are still in a grey areaLuckily, fires generate protected airspace so it would be easier to work with Transport Canada to allow drones to operate over firesStill a large spectrum of capabilities and operators on the marketMilitary grade capabilities are slowly spilling over to the declassified worldStill issues with collision avoidance at higher altitudes and the civil acceptance of BLOS
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client / Vendor disconnect

• Vendors structure product 
offering off perceived needs

• Client feedback critical
• No standard currently exists for 

product delivery (hot spot or fire 
mapping)

• Means exist but no 
standardized evaluation exists

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vendors typically structure their product offering based off a known needIt has become evident in the past few years that needs are changing and common knowledge of what is possible is becoming more prevalentClient feed back is still critical in the entire process as the client ultimately knows what is in fact usefulTo date, Alberta is the only entity in Canada that provides vendor qualificationThis is a great process for vendors to participate in as it tests every aspect of an operation before trial by fireHaving a standard to strive for and achieve would enable vendors to ensure they are meeting the minimum standard of the clientWhat good is a technology or product if it cannot operate as per “marketed specifications”?
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project principals

Additional Considerations
• Purpose
• Scale
• Resolution

Delivery Time Dependent
• Accuracy
• Appearance
• Cost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I would like to propose therefore that in any given project, there are delivery time dependent principals and additional considerations that drive the success or failure of an imagery projectDelivery time dependent items are more critical in the priority tree, but all principals drive service requirements
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time
• Time is critical
• Can be controlled at a variety of points within project
• Essential to looks for efficiencies to reduce time

• Efficiencies can be found when:
• Preparing dispatch directives
• Preparing for the mission
• Collecting data
• Processing data
• Deriving product
• Delivering product

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is well known in the fire industry that time is always criticalDelays in decision making or resource departure can greatly effect the outcome of a fire situationWithin an imagery dispatch, time is always criticalThe more time that is added to delivering the product, the less accurate the data isThe key to a successful dispatch is deriving sound SOPs and trying to look for every efficiency possible from start to finishSound planning can typically lead to a quick and successful project
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accuracy

• Accuracy is key
• Advances in technology and 

abundance of low cost solutions 
have flooded the market

• Depending on purpose of data 
accuracy can be compromised 
to reduce time
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Accuracy vs Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accuracy is always a key principal during any data collectionEssentially, what good is inaccurate data?Typically as time increases, accuracy of a project will increaseAccuracy will eventually plateauIf you had all the time in the world, you could manually walk around a fire and ensure everything is plotted 100%The degree of accuracy is something that can always be modified for the purpose of operationIs it necessary to have every hotspot within a fire boundary pin pointed to +/- 1 meter?Maybe +/- 10 meters is sufficient? +/- 50 meters?Changing the scale changes the time required significantly
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cost

• Cost is scenario dependent
• Cost can be strategic
• Sound reliable data at an 

affordable cost is always the 
goal
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Cost vs Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost is always a critical principalCost is also scenario basedSome situations require the information no matter the cost, in other instances budgets are critical to adhere toCost is also strategicBy suppressing a fire early on, are you potentially saving money down the road?Imagery capture costs and requested delivery timeframes are fairly linearAs delivery time increases, cost decreases as the product is less accurate and less valuableAt some point data will no longer be valuable (I.E. delivering a hot spot map 6 months after capture) Different levels of service also come with different scales of costThis is mainly driven by the acquisition and depreciation cost of a sensorIn some instances maybe the top of the line technology will provide the best valueIn most instances though, the “effective” platform will provide the happy medium
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appearance

• Data is data
• Data can be raw in appearance 

and visually unappealing at 
times

• Principal of data to provide 
necessary information fast

• In some instance appearance is 
crucial
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Appearance vs Time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appearance of data is a loaded termIn imagery, there is data and photographyData is meaningful in the sense that it provides scientific information about the ground below (I.E. a thermal map)Photography is meant to be visually appealing (I.E. a city map)Sometimes good data is less visually appealing and it is up to a good photo interpreter to pull out the meaningful data and summarize the findings into something more appealingAs time increases, one could argue that the appearance of the data will increase as more time can be spent refining the findingsThe question to be asked is how important is the appearance of the data?
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accuracy, cost, appearance equilibrium
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If all three principals are plotted on the same graph where time is common, it is evident that there is a point where you can get the “best of all worlds”By striving for the centre of this overlay, you get the best of each principal while not sacrificing timeNeed to consider this when searching for resources and requesting data
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purpose

• What is the purpose of the 
imagery?

• Fire boundary delineation
• Hot spot mapping / 

detection
• Post ecological 

assessment
• Different purpose requires 

different sensor

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It’s important not to get tied up on the technology but rather figure out what you need the data to do for you and then find the solution that provides that answerThe technology used for fire boundary delineation typically differs from that used for hot spot mapping or post ecological assessmentsSome vendors are keen to bundle the various technologies into one platform, but again, this will drive up the overall project cost
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scale

• The size of the project and 
geography will help determine 
the tech required

• Larger projects, more 
considerations

• Altitude
• Weather
• Technical Limitations

• Different sensors and 
techniques are better suited for 
different sized applications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The scale of the project will drive the platform requiredLooking back at the fire in Fort McMurray this past season, its safe to say a small handheld drone would not provide the answers needed with regards to the overall fire boundaryBut maybe there is an application for that drone in a smaller segment of the fire that is more problematicKnowing the abilities and limitation of a service offering will make a difference when assessing the scaleChanges in software have also changed some of the definitionsIn the past, a swath width of data would define how much area could be coveredNewer processes require significant overlap to ensure a good product is being derived so fixating of the swath width is less criticalAltitude, weather and technical limitations all feed into the scale of a projectDifferent sensors are optimized for different forms of data captureThe sweet spot of a sensor is where it thrives, but taking it out of that “comfort zone” you start to sacrifice the efficiency of the platform
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resolution

• Resolution determined by time, 
cost, accuracy, appearance, 
scale and purpose

• Project requests should not be 
driven by resolution but by 
purpose

• Resolution should be a product 
of the aforementioned 
principals

SUD041 – EO/IR Sensor

RED003 – MODIS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resolution is another principal that is difficult to assess at the beginning of a projectMany determining factors that drive the decisionMost sensors have an “optimal” resolution where there is a good balance between acquisition height and the amount of data collected per passThe lower the resolution, the lower the cost attributed as the data is less sought afterResolution should be determined mainly by purposeWhat are you trying to accomplish in the data capture?When assessing how much a fire moved over a week, maybe 1 meter resolution is sufficient as it gives you a general ideaObviously when attempting to detect hot spots, the higher the resolution of the data the betterLet the needs of the end product drive this principal
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conclusion

• Imagery a very effective tool in the fire management scene
• Key principals are: Time, Accuracy, Cost and Appearance
• Need to find balance when picking the right solution
• A great need exists to develop industry standard for deliverables

• Need for accepted means to test accuracy and reliability of data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, imagery is an emerging service that has seen many significant advances in the last 2-3 decades that has allowed it to be become more available to the massesIt is critical that time, accuracy, cost and appearance requirements be assessed when considering a capture projectDifferent sensor workflows will change delivery times and this needs to be consideredFinding the right balance between all the aforementioned principals is important as it will ensure you are getting the best derived value for your dollar There is still a need within the industry to develop testing standard to ensure all operators are adhering to the set out standard
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